
of the points at which details of the clepsydra analogy 
have no parallel in the account of breathing.3 
Finally, under lines 20-I, Dr O'Brien writes '. . . air 
enters the clepsydra and...'; this is all right, provided 
that we note that 'air enters the clepsydra' is in 
genitive absolute construction in the Greek, which 
means that 'water rushes out' is the event, while 'air 
enters' is the circumstance that gives rise to the event. 
An interpretation which does not recognize the 
dependence of clauses in the Greek is not just a 
wrong interpretation; it is a mistranslation. 

Dr O'Brien's interpretation should therefore be 
rewritten as follows: 
I. Lines 8-I3. Water cannot enter the clepsydra 
when it is full of air. . . . (There is nothing in the 
account of breathing which corresponds to this; I 
infer that it merely sets up the situation in the 
clepsydra.) 
2. Lines 14-5. When the girl's hand is taken from 
the top of the clepsydra, then as the air leaves the 
clepsydra, water enters through the holes in the 
bottom of the clepsydra. (In just the same way, 
when the blood rushes back from the upper part of 
the tubes, immediately behind the nostrils, into the 
inmost part, a stream of air enters the tubes through 
the holes at the back of the nostrils. Lines 23-4, 
supported by i-8.) 
3. Lines I6-9. When water fills the clepsydra and 
the top of the clepsydra is closed, the air (outsidE, 
according to Regenbogen) holds in the water. 
(There is nothing in the account of breathing which 
corresponds to this; I infer that it merely fills out the 
detail of the clepsydra analogy.) 
4. Lines 20-I. When the girl's hand is taken from 
the top of the clepsydra, then as air falls into the 
clepsydra, water rushes out. (In just the same way, 
when the blood rushes back up the tubes again, air is 
breathed out. Line 25, also line 8.) 

This interpretation has the advantage that it 
includes Empedocles's statements, the whole of 
Empedocles's statements, and nothing but Empedo- 
cles's statements. Dr O'Brien and D. J. Furley both 
depend heavily on the a priori argument that it is 
implausible that Empedocles would have used air in 
two opposite senses in the two legs of the similitude. 
This is a typical example of an a priori argument 
which runs counter to all the evidence of the text 
itself; and even a priori it has no necessary truth, 
since 'implausible' is a matter of opinion (about 
which I disagree with them, for reasons stated in my 
earlier article, p. 13 lines 11-23). Their error, like 
that of so many other scholars before them, has been 
to prefer unsound a priori reasoning to a careful 
examination of the text.4 

N. B. BOOTH. 
Department of Mathematics, 
Polytechnic of North London 

3 See my article in JHS ( 960) 13, lines 24-35, where I 
have argued that we are not to expect that all details of the 
clepsydra analogy should be relevant to the comparison. 
(This argument disposes also of Dr O'Brien's criticism of 
my interpretation on the grounds that I have got things 
'somehow upside down'; see p. 152 of his article.) 

4 I would commend other scholars like Professor 
W. K. C. Guthrie, Dr G. Lloyd and Professor G. A. Seeck 
who have not followed this error and who have been kind 
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The Scene on the Panagjurischte Amphora: 
a New Solution 

In JHS xciv (I974) 38 ff. (with PLATES IV-V), 
J. G. Griffith discusses the subject-matter of the 
scene on the late fourth-century amphora discovered 
in 1949 at Panagjurischte in Bulgaria, in which a 
group of four determined-looking men armed only 
with swords attacks a house-door which has just been 
half-opened by a startled servant of diminutive 
stature. Connected, apparently, with the assault is a 
trumpeter, and finally there is another pair (not 
obviously involved in the action) consisting of a 
bearded figure, taken to be a seer since he holds 'a 
liver, lobe and all', which he shows to his more 
youthful companion. 

Griffith has little difficulty in exposing the improb- 
ability of earlier attempts to identify a mythological 
scene-Achilles discovered at Scyros, the Seven 
against Thebes, or the preliminaries to the murder of 
Neoptolemus at Delphi, and proposes a novel view 
that the attackers are komastai, whether the occasion 
is a 'genre-scene' from comedy, or a characteristic 
scene from real life, in either of which cases help in 
identifying the individuals would be unnecessary and 
irrelevant. But I must confess that I find this pro- 
posal far-fetched: the attempts to account also for the 
trumpeter and seer are desperate enough, but he 
really fails to make a credible case for the use of 
swords in such escapades, even granted the violence 
often referred to in literary evidence1 about the 
komos, whether fisticuffs among rivals for the favours 
of the courtesan or mistress, or the use of cudgels, 
levers and torches to break down, or burn, the door by 
the 'exclusus amator'. 

For it seems to me that even the passage he cites 
from Philostratus (VS i 2 p. 485 Olearius) disproves 
this, pace his observation (p. 47) that the remark 
'loses all point unless swords might on occasion be 
used for this purpose'. When Philip attacked Byzan- 
tium, the philosopher Leon reproachfully addressed 
him Tt zaOewv znoAov dpXeI;~; Tov~ 6' einovTo; "7 naTpli 
( arl KaiAAtr) no7d0'ewov ovaa v7raydyerTo ue epav a3VTr7 

Kal b6d ToiTo eni Ovpa; cwOv 4,avTov nalt6KcV ?'KO)", 

vznoAaflc)v 6 AecOv "ov0 fotxTcoav", s7q, "e, Td tlwfv 
enlt zTa Tcv tzaitlKcv Ovpa; oi d$tot To~ aVTepdaOata ov 

ydp :ot0e/UKwV dpyadvo d)vAd a /OVaitKWV Ol EpoVTE; 
6UovTat." Surely this reproof assumes a total 
inappropriateness of swords to the occasion of Philip's 
sardonic comparison, in contrast to the opyava2 
enough to give general support to my interpretation; the 
relevant references are listed in Dr O'Brien's article. See 
also K. Wilkens in Hermes xcv (1967) 138, (n. 3 and rele- 
vant text). I would commend Dr O'Brien for his 
conscientious assembly of material and for a number of 
sensible comments. 

1 Headlam's note on Herodas ii 34 provides a convenient 
list of appropriate Greek examples. 2 The contrast of the equipment of war and the komos is 
made in similar language by Posidonius (ap. Athen. I 76c) 
describing a disorganized rabble going to war with KobU/OV, 
ov noAsucowv, opyava. The elaborate contrast of the 'komos 
of Ares' with a true revel in Eur. Phoen. 784 ff. (awv 
6ni.oopdpotl. . KSI. ov dvavtiolaTov TpoXopevetg) loses 
much of its piquancy if one does not notice the Greeks' 
firm recognition of the incongruity. Cf. also Ar. Ach. 
978 ff. 
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appropriate .to the pursuit, however determined, of 
the naltcKa. Elsewhere (VA vii 42.4) Philostratus 
describes the circumstances (again quite exceptional) 
of the tyrant Domitian forcing his attentions on an 
unwilling lover whom he has actually imprisoned- 
npod; paaorv yap o Adyos KWFcad4ovTa luerTa lpov etn Trjiv 
ar?v 'opav, where I take it that Kwo/iadetv /ETd 4Apovg 
expresses an outrageous violation of normality, 
rather than an acceptable extension of real-life komos 
behaviour. But in any case, surely the grim expres- 
sion on the faces of all four members of the squad of 
dagger-wielding warriors on the Panagjurischte 
amphora suggests something more akin to murder 
than rape, and a komos scene might be expected to 
include some of the traditional accoutrements of 
torches, auloi and, above all, garlands.3 

Nevertheless it was Griffith's reference to a komos 
theme which served to remind me, not of a mytho- 
logical, but of a famous historical incident of the 
fourth century which, as described in a memorably 
vivid piece of writing by Plutarch, contains all the 
detail of the activities of the seven (or eight, including 
the doorkeeper) figures on the amphora to a remark- 
ably faithful degree. This is the attack made by 
Pelopidas and other conspirators to assassinate Archias, 
Leontiades and other ringleaders of the pro-Spartan 
government of Thebes in 379. Plutarch twice 
recounts this (the other case being of course the Life 
of Pelopidas), but it is from the fuller and more 
brilliant version4 of the de genio Socratis (Mor. 575b- 
98f) that I cite most of the relevant material. 

When the Theban group of dissidents had been 
joined by the exiles who came secretly over Cithaeron 
from Athens, and they had all (48 in number) 
assembled at the house of Charon, Plutarch describes 
how they split into two groups for the assault on the 
tyrants. The more unusual of the two was the party 
which dressed as komasts (some in women's clothes) 
to kill Archias and others who were known to be 
eagerly awaiting such additional entertainment over 
their cups; but the second party, which Pelopidas 
himselfled to Leontiades' house (Plutarch names three 
others and implies that these were not all)5 'v 
/l aziot e.iearav XOvreT o36 O v E epov TV onVCov ?j 

,daxatpav6 (596c). When they reached the house 

3 It is true that Antiph. fr. I99 K, cited by Griffith, 
envisages the possibility of a komos started precipitately 
without torches and garlands, but note the significance of 
the surprised reaction to such a proposal of the second 
speaker in the fragment. 

4 In his recent book on Plutarch (London, 1973), 
D. A. Russell rightly places this narrative as 'among the 
best in Plutarch' and showing 'a clear eye for action, a 
powerful technique of suspense, the natural skill of the born 
story teller' (p. 37). 6 The Life version (ch. 1) implies not less than four 
in Pelopidas' party (o lue ze nepl IIeRoAsav Kat alaOo- 
KetS6av). 

6 Cf. Xen. Hell. v 4.3 tl(pi6Sa e'ZovTaS Kal aAAo o'7nov 
o36Ev. (Note Griffith's comment on the 'scanty un- 
military attire' of the attackers on the amphora). In the 
Life (ch. 8) the exiles from Athens arrive with only xZya,vb6ta and hunting equipment, and later (ch. 9) they are clad in 
&earOra y)ewpywv. In Charon's house, as the other group 
chosen to attack Archias sallies forth, they are said to have 
OcpaKeg (cf. de genio 596d utlOcopdiKea) as well as their 
atdcuapat. 
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door, they knocked and ordered the slave to open it: 
(i 6 d anayye1Aaa Kal KeAevaOe;g dvoal zdrOv oyX6ov 
dq9elAe Kai fiiKpoYv Eve6o)Ke TZr Ovpav, enzeGaovreg dOpooi 
Kat dvaTpeypave.; IOv divOpwoov lev:o 5poldu 6td za 
a,32Vi; eMi Tz OadAaov (597d). When first Leontiades, 
then Hypates were killed (the second as he fled over 
the roof-top), liberty was proclaimed and crowds 
with arms gathered in the market-place, among 
them Hippostheneidas raaLiyKardcg apa)a,afidvov 
(598e), who immediately set about blowing their 
trumpets. 

So far, we observe the relevance of the armed men 
attacking the house door, the startled servant, the 
trumpeter. What now of the two onlookers, the 
liver-examining seer and the young man? In the 
de genio, a prominent member of the conspiracy, 
always busy with encouragement and advice for the 
hesitant or pessimistic, is the seer Theocritus;7 at 
587c he reassures Hippostheneidas, who is anxious 
about unfavourable sacrifices and an ominous dream,8 
and mentions the propitious nature of his own 
inspections, iepol; del Zp]WaauJevc Kaao ;s vnep Zcv 
pvyidwv; at 594e he retires alone from the conspirators 

for further consultations (ij'd Tov O eoeKpiTO KaO' 
EavTov Ev oiKiaKwt rtvt aqayLtaoy&evov); and at 595f he 
confirms from his findings the time for decisive action, 
(d) TwV tepcOV atrolpiov Kal KaAiwv Katl ipdo dapdcaetav 
xeyy'Sc'v avZt) yeyovotwv. 

Another memorable scene (which occurs in the 
Life also) is Plutarch's description (594e) of the 
urgent knocking at Charon's door and the summons 
from Archias for Charon to attend immediately, 
which makes the conspirators fear that their secret is 
already out, or must be so before they can act. When 
Charon decides he must obey, he brings his fifteen- 
year-old son into the room and offers him as a 
hostage to be revenged upon should he subsequently 
appear to have betrayed them. The others indig- 
nantly reject this idea, whereupon Charon goes on 
dAA' av3zovi napa/ueveZ Kal Ktv6vveveaet te0O' vtu6v (595d), 
and encourages his son. The emotions of the com- 
pany are memorably evoked, as is the Neoptolemus- 
like behaviour of the young man as he tests the edge 
of Pelopidas' sword: 6dKpva noRilAoZ enrrAOev rjucOv, cL 
'Apzes6ae, cnpod; Trovs Ayovg rov dv6pod', avrod 6e 

daaKpvq Kal daeyKrog; yeyXepiraa IIeAodM6Sa TOv vtdv 
eXjpet 6ti OvpCwv BeetoVtevo eKKaaTov ?7uov J K 
ztapaOapp'vcov. E"t 6s6 tidtAov dv Tjydato rov~ narta&o 
avtiov rjv Falt6porrTra Kat r6 d6eeQ? npo; zdv Ktiv6Vov, 
Watanep ro0V NeonroRAl'ov, rtTze wyXpldaavxo; p itre 
EKntaayevrog, daA' eoKOVTO; r6 tloQ0 zrov HeAozm6aov Kal 
KatrayavOdvovzro. 

It is not actually stated whether the boy goes out 
with either of the groups; and the only subsequent 
mention of Theocritus shows that Plutarch associa- 
ted the seer with the party of pseudo-komasts, since 
(597c) he removes the blood-stained sacred spear 
used in the melee to kill the magistrate Cabirichus. 

7 He is mentioned only once in the Life (ch. 22) and 
apparently not elsewhere, and seems to have been ignored 
in Pauly-Wissowa. 

8 There are other references to omens, oracles and 
portents in connexion with the dramatic events at 577d, 
594e. The briefer version of the Life refrains entirely 
from such detail. 
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Nevertheless it seems to me (assuming that Plutarch's 
account highlights the personae of the famous action 

basing his choice, and perhaps embellishment, of 
themes on some earlier historical tradition) that the 
artist of the amphora scene could well have intended 
to contrast the swordsmen in the attack, led by 
Pelopidas, with these two rather exceptional figures 
in the conspiracy as 'non-combatants', since in Greek 
art separate events within a continuous story are 

frequently juxtaposed; and we have seen how the 

trumpeter belongs not to the house attack, where 

surprise was obviously a prerequisite, but to the 

proclamation in the hour of victory and libera- 
tion. 

I submit that the details quoted from Plutarch fit 
our amphora scene with such remarkable fidelity, 
that, unlike the hypothetical scenes proposed by 
previous scholars, pure coincidence seems almost 
incredible. Only the portrayal of four armed con- 

spirators (against the five-plus implied in the de genio) 
differs slightly; but, although this is not very impor- 
tant in artistic representation of a small group whose 

precise number may not have been important or 
canonical, I should point out that in the earliest version 
of the Theban liberation, that of the Hellenica, 
Xenophon, although making a smaller group of an 

apparently unified conspiratorial party proceed from 
the first batch of killings (Archias, etc.) in the revellers' 

disguise to despatch thereafter Leontiades, and while 

curiously ignoring entirely the participation of the 
most famous member, Pelopidas himself, specifies 

four men-Aaflcov 6e 6 0itAAt6a5 Tpel; avOv E'nopeveto 

CE Tx?v ToV Aeovtad6ov olKiav, Kt2. (Hell. v 4.7). But 
it is pointless to speculate further about the possible 
sources of Plutarch's own two (occasionally conflict- 

ing) accounts, or about his own possible contributions 
to, and elaborations of, the drama of the narrative, 
presumably derived from some patriotic Theban 
account,9 when we can see how the essential high- 
lights before, during, and after Pelopidas' part in the 
events are all so succinctly combined in the scene on 
the amphora. 

What finally is to be observed in both Xenophon 
(more grudgingly, of course)10 and Plutarch is the 

recognition of this event at Thebes as one of the 
bravest and most successful liberation movements of 
Greek history. In the Life version, both at the 

beginning (ch. 7) and end (ch. I3), Plutarch compares 
Pelopidas' enterprise with the restoration of Athenian 

democracy by Thrasybulus, adding that the Greeks 
in general later referred to it as 'the sister' of the 
Athenian liberation, and one which had even more 

far-reaching results in the Greek world: ov yap EaTt 
ipa6los ETCepOV; eIrEIT ol ot nAeovwv eadrrov Kal 
6vvarwcoepcv prlOUdepot T KltoAr Kal 6etvdr]Trt KpavTaavTeq 
altlot jUetlOvCov dayaOv aic naztpiat KaTecarrTaav. 
dv6o'ozepav 6& ravrrjv Enoirlaev teraflapo,B) Tcv 

9 Plutarch's possible sources have been recently 
assembled and admirably discussed in the introduction to 
A. Corlu's recent Plutarque, Le Dimon de Socrate (Paris, 
1970). 

10 See, however, his comment on the previous invinci- 
bility of the Spartans, and how TrPV TroVrov dpx'r)v enTad 
,udvov rTiV QVyovYdvv ijpKeaav Kataivacrat (Hell. v 4. ). 
Cf. Nepos, Pel. 2. 

n7payalTdrov. 6 yap KatraAvaag Tx txrg EdApT'ig daiovpua 
Kal navaag; aipovtag avTToVg yl7g Te Kal OaadTTrng 
noIOt/1o IS EKteV?r y e yVo E V T0 tl VVKtQ edv E IIeonl6ag 
ov (ppovplov, ov Ie Xog, OVK aKpdono2tA KaTaAa)prcv, dAA' 
el; OiKiav &o06EKaXo0 KaTe10dwv, el 6el tuexapop T1o 

dairOes etinelv, ElVae Kal &LEKOVpe TOVg 6eaFuOVi Tr 
AaKEae6aic ovicov jyEL,uoviag; adrovg Kal dppr-jrov; elvah 

SoKowra;. 6oKovTxag. 
It is this acknowledgment of notoriety, so respect- 

fully noticed even centuries later,ll which allows me 
to anticipate what may seem the most obvious 

objection to my unusual interpretation of the am- 

phora subject-for it must be admitted that portrayal 
(and that too without any indication of the identity 
of the persons) of historical, not mythological, events 
is a rarity in the Greek artistic tradition, and only 
really outstanding national events, such as the 
battles of the Persian wars12 or the campaigns of 
Alexander,13 spring readily to mind. Nevertheless 
in the traditions of sculpture, if not of vase represen- 
tations,14 the Harmodius-Aristogiton conspiracy 
achieved a like notoriety and patriotic commemora- 
tion in Athens,15 where also in the fourth century a 
statue of Chabrias apparently was executed represent- 
ing him in a pose specifically associated with one 

great moment in his career.16 Mention might be 
made of the Mantinea mural at Athens17 (which 
included a representation of Epaminondas) by 
Euphranor, whom Plutarch (Mor. 346a) includes in 
a list of artists to whom he attributes paintings of 

arpaTr1yov; vtKcovTag and dXacg; but, most strikingly of 

all, in the Pelopidas itself (ch. 25), Plutarch recounts a 

story of how in Thebes, about the very time of the 
events which form the subject of this article, an 
unfinished painting of an earlier battle-piece showing 

11 Another minor indication of the celebrity of even 
minor details of the story in the Greek world at large is the 
origin of the popular proverb ei; aviplov zd anrov6ala from 
the fatal negligence of Archias (Plut. Pel. Io, Mor, 596 f, 
6igd, Nepos, Pel. 3, Paroem. Gr. i p. 404). 

12 The celebrated mural in the Stoa Poikile also 
contained a picture of a lesser-known engagement of 
Athenians v. Spartans at Oenoe (Paus. i 15), although 
L. H. Jeffery (BSA lx [1965] 41 f.) thinks that the actual 
picture was of a mythical subject: see also Meiggs, The 
Athenian Empire (Oxford, 1972), 469-72. 

13 Dr A. M. Snodgrass, to whom I am grateful for much 

helpful advice and information in compiling this article, 
draws my attention to Craterus' memorial of Alexander's 
lion-hunt (Plut. Alex. 40) and a similar work, together with 
a cavalry battle scene, by Lysippus' sons (Plin. N.H 
xxxiv 66). 

14 On the whole subject, see the recent book by T. 
Holscher, Griechische Historienbilder des 5 und 4 Jahrhunderts 
v. Chr. (Wiirzburg, I973), especially p. I I2 ff. 

15 I know of no evidence for the liberation of Athens by 
Thrasybulus having been a theme for the artist, although 
Paus ix I i.6 refers to Thrasybulus setting up a dedicatory 
relief in Thebes. The 6coped given to 'the men from 

Phyle' mentioned in Aeschin. iii 187 was a written record 
of monies given for various dedications: see Wycherley, 
The Athenian Agora iii 151, no. 466. 

16 See the article byJ. K. Anderson in AJA lxvii (1963) 
4I -3, who, however, denies the common view that 
Chabrias was represented in a kneeling position as he 
awaits the foe. 

17 Paus. i 3.4, Plut. Mor. 346b, etc. 



NOTES NOTES 

Thebans and Spartans, by Androcydes of Cyzicus, 
had been refurbished during the political in-fighting 
which was conducted by the opponents of Pelopidas 
and Epaminondas, and was dedicated with the 
inclusion of the name of Charon, the host of the 
Theban conspirators. On this occasion, Pelopidas 
himself is quoted as having observed that the glory 
belonged to the whole state, and that individuals 
should not be singled out for special honour in this 
way. 

It is at least tempting to speculate that the re- 
markable Panagjurischte amphora may have been 
commissioned to commemorate an even more 
famous event in Theban history when the memory of 
the dramatic night in 379 was still fresh; and, although 
of course a Heracles theme is of common international 
usage in Greek art, I observe finally that on the 
underside of the amphora is depicted Thebes' most 
famous citizen of all strangling his snakes in his 
cradle-an appropriate enough companion for 

Pelopidas, the liberator of his city. Indeed, the 
location in Macedonia of this hoard of expensive 
objects with Theban associations would even suggest 
the interesting possibility of its having once formed 

part of the loot in the aftermath of the destruction 
and pillaging of Thebes by Alexander's troops, were 
it not for the fact that the slightly later date accepted 
for their manufacture (which I am of course not 

competent to dispute or discuss) precludes it. 

E. K. BORTHWICK 
University of Edinburgh 
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Anaximenes and King Alexander I of 
Macedon1 

'Ava$tiLevrjg ev a ltActnnKcOv nepi 'AYAe$dv,pov 
.keywv priaev' getelra TOVg /Iev Ev6ootadrov Itnnevetv 

avveOiaag Eratpovg npoarydOpevae, rov5g 68 n0teiaTovg 
Kal TroVg 7t^ovg2 elg Ao.Xov Kat 6eyad6a Kal tdg aAlAa 
dpXdg 6teAC)v 7teeLatipovg cbviodaaev, 0o7(; eKKaTepot 
jETeZovTe Trjg flaatitKrl eiatptaiag npoOvzIo'aTot 
btaleAcoatv O'vrTg3. 

This fragment of Anaximenes of Lampsacus, a 
historian contemporary with Philip II and Alexander, 
cited by Harpocration and the Suda to explain the 
use of pezetairoi in Demosthenes ii 17, alleges that 
some Alexander not only accustomed the Mace- 
donians of highest repute to serve in the cavalry but 
also organised the foot in lochoi, decads and 'other 

1 See F. Granier, Die Makedonische Heeresversammlung, 
Munich, I93I, 9 if., with review by W. S. Ferguson, 
Gnomon, XI, I935, 520 (which adumbrates the right 
view); A. Momigliano, Filippo il Macedone, Florence, 1934, 
8 ff., F. Geyer, RE XIV 713, cf. n. 6; A. B. Bosworth, 
CQxxiii, 1973, 245 ff. (whose views on asthetairoi I accept), 
all citing earlier literature. 

2 Momigliano secluded the last three words as a gloss on 
the ground that Kai cannot mean in effect 'i.e.'. But cf. 
J. D. Denniston, The Greek Particles, Oxford, 1934, 29I. 

3 Jacoby, FHG no. 72 F 4. Book I of the Philippica no 
doubt began with introductory matter and not with 
Philip's assumption of the government in 359, cf. F 5-6, 27. 
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commands', apparently those of the writer's own 
day,4 and entitled them pezetairoi. Since that title 
already existed, and was known by both Anaximenes 
and the lexicographers to have existed, in the reign 
of Philip, the Alexander named cannot be Alexander 
III. Taking the information offered seriously, most 
scholars either suppose Alexander I (c. 495-50) or 
Alexander II (369-8) to be meant, or refer the 
innovations to Archelaus (c. 413-399) or even to 
Philip II (359-36). Emendation can of course only 
be based on the assumption that the excerptors 
misunderstood the text of Anaximenes before their 
eyes. Moreover, it is virtually impossible to believe 
that any one of these kings actually promoted all the 
reforms mentioned. Geyer therefore conjectured 
that the first part of the statement related to Alexan- 
der I and the second to Archelaus. This implies that 
two distinct statements made by Anaximenes about 
different kings have been conflated. But Harpocra- 
tion here employs the formula he uses for verbatim 

quotations (lAsycov prxaiv), and to judge from those 
taken from Aristotle's (or Pseudo-Aristotle's) Constitu- 
tion of Athens, the only historical work extant from 
which he happens to quote, he was not guilty of the 
kind of distortion that Geyer's hypothesis requires; 
at most and rarely he omits a phrase here or there (to 
say nothing of minor textual variants), but without 
any basic alteration of the sense.5 In my view 
Anaximenes undoubtedly referred to Alexander I, 
but his evidence on that king is worthless. 

What is known of the Macedonian army before 
Philip II is little.6 In 430 Perdiccas II sent 200 

cavalry to help Potidaea; the rebels in Macedon, 
Philip and Derdas, supplied Athens with 600 (Thuc. 
ii 62). In 429 Perdiccas lacked foot to repel the 
Thracians, and even after sending for horse from 'his 
allies up-country', presumably from Upper Macedon, 
they were too few to withstand the invaders, though 
'brave and protected by breastplates' (ii IOO.5). In 
424, when he was at war, assisted by Brasidas, with 
the Lyncestians of Upper Macedon, he had almost 
o000 cavalry, including some Chalcidians, but his 

only hoplites were furnished by 'the Greeks living in 
the country', presumably in Macedonian coastal 
towns; the main hoplite force from the Greek cities 
was under Brasidas' command, and Thucydides 
speaks with contempt of Perdiccas' foot as 'a numer- 
ous barbarian rabble'; rather unexpectedly, the 

4 Lochoi and decads: Arr. vii 23.3; H. Berve, Das 
Alexanderreich, Munich, 1926, i 119-21. As decads were 
surely the smallest subdivisions, did the author have in 
mind the taxeis (ib. I 13 ff.) by zda alAAag dpXag, or was he 
thinking not of units but of officers and NCOs (e.g. the 
dimoirites and decastateros) ? I assume that iznevetv means 
'serve in the cavalry' rather than 'ride'; Anaximenes 
would hardly have held the quaint belief that Macedonians 
did not even ride before Alexander I, cf. N. G. L. Ham- 
mond, History of Macedonia i, Oxford, 1972, index, s.v. 
'horses' for early archaeological evidence. 

Cf. Ath. Pol. 7.1 and 3; 21.5; 42.4; 43.3 f.; 47.I, 48.I; 
51.4; 53.4; 56.I; 57.I; 58.3; 59.3 (twice in Harp.); I omit 
the many passages in which Harp. merely alludes to or 
summarises Ath. Pol. without pretending to quote. 
The texts of Harp. are cited in modern apparatuses of 
Ath. Pol. 

6 F. Geyer, Makedonien bis zur Thronbesteigung Philipps II, 
Munich, 1930, is the best account of this period. 
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